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WELCOME
Greetings and welcome to the Winter 2021 edition of the PALI Guidon.
You may ask why the PALI Guidon?

The significance and importance of the guidon is that it represents the unit and its commanding
officer. In the case of PALI, it represents the organization and the Administration. It is a place to go
for guidance and to rally around when power in numbers is necessary. There is always a comfort
in the sight of the Guidon as you realize all your comrades in arms shall also be heading there for
support, guidance and to formulate a plan. There is power in numbers!
Our Guidon is our legacy. It is what we stand for, believe in and what we want others to recognize
us for. It is always good to have a rally point. A place to turn for guidance and know that one can
seek respite under the flag recognizing that our brothers and sisters shall watch out for and over
us while we rest.
As this newsletter continues to grow, we as editors hope that this newsletter shall grow into a rally
point for PALI Members and Private Investigators, Law Enforcement, and Industry personnel from
around the country and perhaps the world. The PALI Guidon is aimed at providing PALI
members, and the industry, information, initiatives, incentives, and the occasional interesting bit
of worthless information as well as a killer recipe each edition.
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You will also notice that this newsletter is completely digital by design. It is produced in this
fashion to direct traffic to the PALI website. Members will be able to share it by copying the PDF
as well as direct traffic to the PALI site by simply sharing the link in the hopes of creating
increased awareness of the Association, what it stands for and what it does. As we grow as a
digital footprint, so shall the newsletter reaching Attorneys, District Attorneys, Law Enforcement,
Security and others who share the same or similar passion, vocation and avocation as PALI.
2020 brough with it many challenges and has changed the way we do many things. Sandy and I
have been incredibly busy with work and other commitments to the degree that getting the
newsletter off within deadline slipped a bit. There is more work than most can imagine putting a
newsletter together and for that, I am most appreciative of President Law who keeps me on track
and provides me with much to publish, as well as the several “Repeat Authors” who I have grown
to count on to provide me with content.
It is a new year and with it the hopes and anticipations that go with it. Sandy and I hope you will
find something useful in this newsletter. Whether it be information on an issue you were unaware
of, a small nugget of wisdom you can take away, or perhaps a new way to grow your company in
the POST COVID-19 world. Enjoy the newsletter and feel free to reach out to us at
frank@deandfrea.biz with suggestions for the upcoming SPRING 2021 edition.
Authors of Articles are always wanted as well as recipes, information for the good of the order
and ideas to make this better.
Remember, the 3 C’s of COVID 19 Safety (I Just made that up but I believe it will catch on!)
Clean your hands often, Cough into your elbow, and Cover your mouth with a mask in public.

***All articles are the opinion of the author and not necessarily that of PALI itself. The content of this
Newsletter is Copyright 2021, Pennsylvania Association of Licensed Investigators. All rights reserved.
Reproduction is prohibited without the expressed permission of the Author. Nothing herein should be
construed as legal advice without consulting the appropriate legal authority. ***
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Hello, Colleagues!
I’m hoping this finds you well and moreover, safe! We are experiencing such unprecedented times
the likes of which I haven’t seen before and don’t want to see again. I find myself skipping watching
the news anymore.
Even though my husband, Stephen, and I have become virtual hermits and hunkered down as a
result of “The Corona” ~ it seems like the days are speeding by. We wear our masks and limit our
trips to the grocery store.
Hopefully, you received the PALI logo masks that were mailed to you. We hope you wear them
proudly.
I’m happy to say that on December 4th, my third book, Officer Glee, was published and sold out in
a day as a result of pre-sales and social media. P.I. Magazine still has some copies. If you had told
me a couple of years ago that I would be an author, I’d ask what you were drinking and then join
you in a libation. I will say that I have found it to be very cathartic.
God willing, I’m hoping to retire in five years. As a result, even though I will be fulfilling my term
as President of this fine organization at the end of this year, I will automatically be Chairman of the
Board for the next two years after that, and possibly an additional two if the next President has a
four year term. So, while its very early, the nomination committee will be sending out information
in July or August about nominations and interest. I’ve already heard stirrings of some wonderful
and dedicated members who may be interested.
As always, I want to especially thank Frank and Sandy DeAndrea for their work on the very
comprehensive Guidon.
I don’t believe it’s too late to say, “Happy, healthy New Year!”
Best Regards,

Eileen Law, VSM, CMPE
President
***The content of this article is the opinion of the author. The article and Newsletter are Copyright 2021,
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The PALI Newsletter was renamed the Guidon prior to Covid-19. Prior to social distancing and
wearing a mask in public. Prior to the stopping of large group events and the closing of
businesses where people gathered. Who would have known then that PALI and the world would
need Guidon’s to rally around?
As we begin 2021, I am sure each and every one of us has been touched and affected by Covid19. Whether through the horror of death and disease, the fear of the unknown, the not knowing
who has it, who will get it and who will succumb to it or the debilitating pain of loss of loved ones
and friends.
They say that History repeats itself.
In 1721 the Smallpox pandemic started,
In 1817 the Cholera pandemic started,
In 1918 the Avian Flu pandemic started, and
In 2019 the Covid-19 pandemic started.
Many people do not realize that about every 100 years the world has a pandemic. Why don’t we
recall this? Because we usually do not live to see two of them.
What I can tell you from history is Pandemic’s come and they also go. I believe that the true
danger in a pandemic is not in its coming, but in what it takes with it when it leaves. The death and
destruction are devastating. What I believe is equally as devastating is the fear it places in the
hearts of people and the wills and dreams it crushes in its wake. Long after the last person is
buried from Covid-19 the loss of jobs, finances, savings, dreams, aspirations and loved ones will
remain. How can we use history to better ourselves and to prepare for 2021? If we study what
perished in past pandemics, and what evolved out of them, we can gain valuable knowledge.
Many businesses that perished did so because they could not hang on and could not adapt. The
lesson I learn from studying businesses that thrived after pandemics is their ability to identify
needs and adapt.
As we seek these things in our business, might I suggest we close ranks and rally around our
Guidon. PALI remains a fortress where we can not only seek refuge, but we can forge alliances
and build relationships. Now more than ever, we should spend time building just such alliances
and partnerships. For the betterment of both the organization and the survival of our businesses.
Brainstorm, Partner Evolve and Build. Let PALI be your Guidon.
I am no soothsayer, seer or prognosticator. I cannot tell you what will happen tomorrow, but from
previous pandemics I can tell you, this too shall pass. When it does, I hope each of you are
prepared for whatever the new normal will be.

In closing this letter from the Editor, I thought I would share with you a quote that sort of summed
up all the recent crazy events we now call 2020. I love Christmas Cards. They hold everything
from well wishes for the future to photos and thoughts of memories long since passed. I have
watched children grow up through their photos one Christmas Card at a time. I have watched
friends, loved ones and pets grow old in the same fashion. I have received the wisdom of the
ages in quotes and verse and I have pondered the meaning of life with cards that have one word
on the cover such as Peace, Love, Hope, Believe. I always save them, painstakingly taping the
return address to the back of the card so as not to lose it and then hanging the cards around door
frames in prominent places in the house to remind me of how blessed I am to have people who
care enough to send Christmas cards.
This year those cards were a bit more special. You always pick a favorite. You cannot help but
pick a favorite. A zany pose, a crazy face, a beautiful scene. This year, this was my favorite card:

Not because Lindsay is a beautiful woman and Peter is her handsome beau. Not because of the
crazy Santa costumes they each wore on a golf course nor their crazy pose.
The card is my favorite because the back of the card had a quote from Lindsay’s Grandpa Yogi.
Yes, Lindsay is non other than Lindsay Berra and Grampa Yogi is the immortal New York Yankee’s
Yogi Berra.
His quote transcends 2020 and I believe sums up Life perfectly in 8 little words.

“If the world were perfect, it wouldn’t be.” -Grampa Yogi-

So, to you Lindsay and Peter, thank you for sharing Grampa Yogi’s wisdom. And to all the rest of
you, if you have not visited the Yogi Berra Museum and Learning Center, 8 Yogi Berra Drive, Little
Falls, NJ it is an experience you will not soon forget and well worth the trip.
I hope that each of you can make the most of an imperfect world. Perhaps the secret is to do so
together. That is what the Guidon is for. Spread the word. Rally ‘round! Wishing you a healthy
and prosperous 2021.
Stay safe,
Frank
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Please save these instructions on your computer. Or, copy and paste into a Word document.

The question: How can groups of individuals, companies and associations communicate in real time?
In the private investigative industry one of the answers is the use of private listservs. In early 2000
Yahoo started to offer free email listservs and PALI was one of the first associations to join.
From early 2000 until December 15, 2020, PALI used this free Yahoo Listserv service. Yahoo ended
this service to all of its groups December 15, 2020. PALI decided to switch our Member and Chat
groups to a paid service at Groups.io. A few of the advantages to using Groups.io was more storage
and no-cost technical assistance.
PALI has two individual listservs that can be accessed two different ways:
1)
The Main Listserv, which is a business-only service and has rules of behavior. Posts can be
made by emailing main@palimembers.groups.io (and others’ posts are sent from that email address),
or you can post a message or view others’ posts to the PALI Main Listserv by using the Internet
website at https://palimembers.groups.io/g/main/post
2)
The Chat Listserv, which is not a business-related group and currently has no posting rules.
The only guidance is to not post anything you wouldn’t want your mom or children to read. Posts can
be made by emailing palichat@palimembers.groups.io (and others’ posts are received from that email
address), or you can post a message or view others’ posts to the PALI Chat Listserv by using the
Internet website at https://palimembers.groups.io/g/palichat/post.
Alternatively, you can go to the main website address for Groups.io (https://groups.io/groups) and
click on one of the listservs to be taken to that group’s homepage, which contains all of the messages
that were ever posted. When you were first added to the listservs, you should have received a
message from Groups.io with important information about how to read and post messages, as well as
the instruction to click the “email me a link to login” button in order to set a password (if it’s your first
time logging in), or if you’ve forgotten your password. Please be sure to add each listserv’s email
address to the safe sender list in your email client’s contacts to ensure emails are not filtered out or
sent to the spam folder.
When on the listserv website, click on “Subscription” on the left to view and update your membership
information and other options, including how you want to receive messages and adding a signature
line. Only members can modify their own information.

For example, you can change your message delivery by going onto the Groups.io website for either
listserv and then clicking on “Subscription.” From there, you can choose to receive all messages
individually; daily digest delivery (groups up to 12 messages together into one email); only special
notices from the PALI listserv moderators; or no email delivery (instead only checking the website for
messages).
If you choose the email delivery methods, please note that at the bottom of every message is
the information below:
Groups.io Links:
You receive all messages sent to this group.
View/Reply Online (#65) | Reply To Sender | Reply To Group | Mute This Topic | New Topic
Your Subscription | Contact Group Owner | Unsubscribe [ckleber@att.net]
Unless your response is of interest to the entire Group, please click on Reply To Sender;
if you want the entire group to receive your message click on Reply To Group The member
that sent the email is identified on the end of the line after Unsubscribe. (in the above
example, “ckleber@att.net” was the sender).
If you have questions, please send them to me: cKleber@att.net

Editor’s Note:
We Are ALL learning. A little patience with gaining familiarity with the new system will go a long way.
My suggestion will be if someone has a question as to if the entire group should all be seeing a reply, or
of someone has a complaint about content of a message, forward the comment or complaint to the
moderator as the Listserv rules spell out. In this fashion, the moderators can address an issue as well as
politely speak with a member and not admonish them in public. This will greatly cut down on
unnecessary traffic as well.
Chuck, thank you for putting this together for all of us. I can stop messaging you with stupid questions
now as I received both your email messages, one with palichat header and the other with palimembers
header.

President Law was made aware by fellow PALI Member Richard Carpenter that Security guards
may be included in 1A, 1B or 1C, depending on where they work. For instance, hospital workers,
including security, would be covered in 1A. Security at financial institutions would be covered
under 1C.
This information was provided by Barry Ciccocioppo, COVID Press Secretary. Thanks for sharing
Rick.
Here is the link to The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania website where you can go to find correct
and up to date COVID 19 information in Pennsylvania:
https://www.pa.gov/guides/responding-to-covid-19/#COVID-19Vaccine

Once here just click the Vaccine Eligibility Quiz link and in 4 easy questions you will be made
aware if you are eligible for the vaccine and where you can go to get it.
https://www.pa.gov/guides/get-vaccinated/#Step1ChecktoSeeifYoureEligible

PPP, Stimulus Payments, Unemployment and Eviction Moratorium
While the 5,000+ page Coronavirus Relief Bill is still in limbo, four major aspects were passed into
law just before the New Year. These new laws mean that us investigators will be busy with due
diligence, compliance monitoring, and fraud investigation.
The second round of Paycheck Protection Program loans will launch soon. Along with these new
loans, the law declared businesses can count PPP moneys spent on qualified expenses as a tax
deduction. Already we have seen a lot of fraud come to light. Shell businesses have received
PPP loans. Businesses that lied about the number of employees or inflated salaries have received
loans. Many businesses have been caught trying to get loan forgiveness for funding spent on
unqualified expenses. Meanwhile, businesses that have never received government loans before
are having to navigate compliance for the first time and need help. Between fraud investigation
and business compliance consulting and monitoring, we private investigators have our work cut
out for us.
Rent and utilities relief support will soon be available and $25 billion has been allocated for this
funding. It will be administered state-by-state, which means there will be as many different
application and distribution processes as there are states. Tenants and landlords can apply for
assistance with past and future rent and utilities payments and landlords can apply on behalf of
their tenants. As with PPP loans, an enormous amount of money will be distributed in a hurry,
meaning due diligence and oversight is likely to be lacking. Vetting applicants and fraud
investigation is anticipated.
An additional $300 of federal unemployment per person has been approved and covid-19-related
state unemployment benefits have been extended. For the investigative world, that means fraud
investigation. Identity fraud affects one in ten people in the United States every year and one
such fraud is unemployment fraud. Victims find out their identity has been stolen and used to
commit unemployment fraud when they receive information about their unemployment being
approved when they did not file. Sometimes they find out when they try to file for unemployment
to find out they are already receiving it. There have been cases that people file for
unemployment claiming to work at businesses that have not laid anyone off or closed.
The second stimulus payment - $600 per taxpayer and dependent child under 17 – has been
approved and the first round of payments have been hitting bank accounts this week. Recipients
will be able to track their payments through the IRS Get My Payment Portal and make any
changes to mailing address and bank account information. All payments are ordered to be sent
out by January 15th and will be received in the same manner of the first payment. Along with the
first round of stimulus checks came a rash of scams. These included fake social security and IRS
notices and services promising to expedite payment arrival for a fee. These scams are expected
to make a resurgence with the second round.

If the Anti-Money Laundering Act gets signed into law, there will be even more opportunity to
work with both private and public sectors to research and develop new tech and methodologies
for detecting money laundering and tracking money used to fund terrorism and other illicit
activities.
Wishing you all a wonderful new year,
Nicole Gray
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Nicole Bocra Gray has over 22 years of professional experience in investigations, monitoring, forensic
accounting and due diligence. Ms. Gray is the principal of Infinity Investigative Solutions, a women owned
small business, headquartered in Alexandria, Virginia. Ms. Gray has been the lead investigating force
conducting in depth examinations into individuals, corporations, industries, and organizations. Her unique
skills associated with the latest in technology, financial expertise and investigative experience have
ensured success to numerous clients in both the public and the private sector. Ms. Gray is an Adjunct
Professor of Forensic Accounting and White Collar Crime at Champlain College and frequently lectures
on conducting investigative interviews, internal investigations, OSINT and preventing/deterring waste,
fraud, and abuse. You can contact Ms. Gray at inquiry@infinityinvestigative.com or give her a call at 703528-5882.
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Each Issue a PALI Member will be spotlighted for her/his accomplishments in the Law
Enforcement /Private Investigative world. Members will be able to forward suggestions of future
spotlight members following these simple rules:
1 – NO SELF SUBMISSIONS
2 – Submitting Member must be a member of PALI in good standing.
3 – SPOTLIGHT Member must be a member of PALI in good standing.
4 – Submission shall include a brief, 1000 words or less, BIO of the candidate that does NOT list
every school, training, or good deed. The BIO should capture what the MEMBER has done that has
changed the way PALI or the Private Investigation industry or Law Enforcement does business or
capture what makes the candidate worthy of spotlighting.
Think big picture.
5 – 2 or 3 candid photos shall be accepted with the submission for publication.
The editor’s shall make the final decision on what member shall be spotlighted each edition.
***The article and Newsletter are Copyright 2021, Pennsylvania Association of Licensed Investigators. All
rights reserved. Reproduction is prohibited without the expressed permission of the Author. Nothing herein
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PALI Guidon Winter 2021 Member SPOTLIGHT
SUBMITTING MEMBER: Sandy DeAndrea / Tina Blanchette

Jeffrey “Jeff” Stein
Many of us know of Jeff Stein. He is a “go to guy” when it comes to so much that is PALI or any of
the other organizations he assists with leading. Some, such as Sandy and I, would not be private
investigators without the tutelage, wisdom, and advice of Jeff Stein. In 2020 Jeff was selected the
PALI Investigator of the Year and for good reason. It is with great pride that we reveal to you a
behind the scenes look at Jeff Stein. While in high school in New Jersey, where he grew up, Jeff
had plans to become a carpenter. He took woodworking classes his last two years of high school
and planned on going right to work in the trade right out of high school. However, he ended up
getting a part time job as a store detective for Hanes and he realized he loved the thrill of the
chase and got the itch to become a police officer. It was that itch that drove him to pursue a
degree in Criminal Justice.
Jeff graduated with a degree in Criminal Justice from West Chester University and has been
heavily involved in and at WCU ever since. He has been President of the Alumni Association and
his daughter, Sara, will be an incoming freshman at West Chester University this Fall.

Sara, (Possibly Jeff) and Danny Stein.

Jeff followed through with his dream of becoming a Police Officer and graduated from the New
Jersey State Police Academy. His now extensive experience in Loss Prevention took him many
places and he had the chance to travel a lot when he was working with Radio Shack. His career
also took him to Texas for some time before he ended back up in Pennsylvania where he has
resided for the last 15 years. Jeff has served the communities he has lived in as a volunteer
firefighter and an EMS.
In 2006 Jeff was tired of "working for the man" as the recession hit and many large companies
were going out of business. He decided to launch his own business, "ELPS". At the time ELPS
stood for Executive LP Services. He focused on Loss Prevention on the outset, but his business
has morphed tremendously since then. He has grown his business into a full services Security
and Investigative Agency and ELPS now stands for Executive Legal and Professional
Services. Jeff's passion is Criminal Defense and trying to get those wrongly accused or convicted
exonerated. If you have not watched one of Jeff’s many television specials or listened to one of his
podcasts, you are missing out on very informative information. Jeff is also the Educational
Training Director the International Intelligence Network (Intellenet). Jeff, who remains incredibly
humble, has received countless awards, accolades and kudos.
While Jeff is extraordinarily passionate about his work, he is even more passionate about his two
children, Sara 17 and Daniel 14. Jeff has played an extremely active role in both of his children’s'
lives. Sara, played softball straight through middle school, including travel softball, which is a
huge commitment and Jeff found a way to coach her at every level and be involved.

Sara Stein sporting her Softball MVP Award

His son, Danny, has been playing football since Kindergarten and Jeff has also been actively
involved in coaching his team every year. For the past few years Jeff has also coached the middle
school football team where his son now attends.

Coach Jeff Stein

Jeff Stein and Son, Danny Stein

For those of us who know Jeff, it is easy to see he has both met his match and found his soul mate
in Tina Blanchette. Jeff asked Tina to marry him in November of 2020 and will soon inherit three
more kids when he gets married, hopefully in 2022. He has been a strong supporter of all three of
them and provided much support in all of their endeavors for the past 6 years.

Sara, Danica, Genevieve, Tina, Jeff, Hunter and Danny enjoying a Yankee Game

On a personal note, Jeff is an avid Miami Dolphins and New York Yankees fan. He has been loyal
to both of those teams since he was a young child. Jeff loves to be on the water fishing, or on land
riding his ATV or hunting. He is also an amazing chef and master on the grill/smoker.

Sara, Jeff and Danny Stein. A Day on the water.

Jeff preparing to make the President’s Bourbon Slush recipe

Jeff can be reached at https://elpspda.com/ A trip to his website is worth your time!
Congratulations Jeff Stein, on All of your incredible achievements to date, your Engagement and
upcoming marriage and all the awards and recognition yet to come.
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This article is a follow up “Part 2” of the Original “Part 1” that ran in the August 2020 PALI
Guidon newsletter. The archive of that article is available on the PALI.com website for review.
Now that you have your mind around what it takes to set up the equipment of the lab it is time to
start looking at staffing the lab and the management of the flow of the lab. This can be the hardest
part because you are dealing with people and what they need on top of what you need digitally.
This is where the flexibility required to deal with digital data is required.
Hiring the Right People
When looking for people in digital forensics that have the skills you need to produce the proper
results out of your lab there are a few factors to look at.
Focus of Lab
When deciding to do digital forensics it is important to know what type of data you are going to
be dealing with. Based on the type of data will tell you where you want to focus on the skills for
the team members you want in the lab.
Focus of Cases
Not all good examiners can find data with all types of cases. If you are dealing with a lot of
financial fraud cases you will want someone who understands how numbers work and what type
of data they should be looking for. This is very different than the type of data you would be
looking for with a child exploitation case. Understanding the data you are looking for makes a big
impact on the skills you look for in a team member.
Lab Feel & Attitude
Not everyone agrees that the feel or attitude of the lab matters, but it can affect the overall
productivity of the lab if you get someone in that does not fit. Make sure if you are going to be
strict on the processes that you pick team members that can follow clear directions and are okay
with doing the same processes over and over.

Certifications
In a field like digital forensics where it is not regulated as a standard science, the industry is
gauged by the certifications that the different examiners hold. Most of the certifications in the
field of digital forensics are done by a vendor of some type. Some courses will include
certifications as part of the course cost, and others will not. Make sure you read the fine print of
what you are getting and also how often you will need to be recertified. All certifications should
have a testing component and most will have a lab with it as well. It should not just be based on
the attendance of the course.
I will break down the training and certifications into two categories based on vendors.
Software Vendors
All of the different specialized tools in digital forensics have a certification associated with them.
Many times, these certifications are about the competency of the user in the operation of the tool
in the process of an examination. Team members must hold multiple certifications in this category
so that they are competent in the operation of multiple tools. Although people might have
preferences on tools they must be able to use more than one tool. As mentioned prior the process
of cross-validation is a requirement in the field to confirm that all the data was found in the
investigation.
Training Vendors
The other vendors are those that provide training courses that are “vendor-neutral” that teach the
fundamentals of the field. Be mindful of these course selections as many times the “vendorneutral” side is not truly followed. You need to ensure the course focuses on the principles and
what needs to be done in a process and no on a method of a tool. Vendors such as Paraben can
offer courses like this that are not specific to tool operation such as the Digital Forensics
Fundamentals Course. This course goes through what you should know to do digital forensics and
discusses a large variety of tools in the course. The courses and certifications that fall in this
category can be very expensive so shop around and look for both paid and open source options
for learning. However, certification will typically have a fee with it.

Some training vendors include:
InfoSec Institute
SANS
ISC2
There are many more that fall in this category, ask others what courses they have liked. Make
sure the method that is used for teaching is complementary to how you learn materials.
When selecting team members make sure you vary what skills and certifications each team
member has to keep your lab well rounded and skilled in a large variety of digital skillsets.
Management of Lab
Management is the hardest part of the process if you do not understand what the team members
are doing. There are many courses out there that allow someone in a management position to
learn the fundamentals of the processes that should be used. It is always recommended that at
least one of these courses are attended.
Managing Expectations of Data
In addition to managing people, managers must also manage the expectations of the client with
the data. This is the harder part of the equation because each case that is processed is going to
have different data. It is important to understand and explain to clients the difference in data
types and most cases the recovery of data. Clients can assume you can work a miracle and that
doesn’t happen. Keep the expectations realistic and be honest and upfront with your clients.
The key to dealing with a team and with clients is all about good expectations that are followed up
with good procedures. By clearly defining deliveries for both then you have the best chances for
success in delivering data and reports promptly. This makes everyone happy in the end and
allows your lab to have a strong reputation.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Amber Schroader is the Founder and CEO of Paraben Corporation as well as the chief architect
responsible for the design of Paraben’s extensive line of digital forensic solutions. As a pioneer in the
field, Ms. Schroader has been key in developing new technology to help investigators with the
extraction of digital evidence from hard drives, email, and handheld and mobile devices.
Ms. Schroader has been a leader in the field of computer forensics for over twenty years. During this
time, she has developed and taught numerous courses for the computer forensic arena specializing
in the field of wireless forensics, mobile technologies, email analysis and extraction, as well as
network forensics. Ms. Schroader is also a sought after keynote speaker, expert witness and
appeared on NBC Nightly News other national and international media.
Ms. Schroader has extensive experience in dealing with a wide array of forensic investigators ranging
from federal, state, local, and corporate. With an aggressive development schedule, Ms. Schroader
continues to bring new and exciting technology to the computer forensic community world-wide and is
dedicated to supporting the investigator through new technologies and training services that are being
provided through Paraben Corporation. Ms. Schroader is involved in many different computer
investigation organizations including The Institute of Computer Forensic Professionals (ICFP),
HTCIA, and HTCC. You can contact Ms. Schroader via her company website: https://paraben.com/

PFIC Conference
PFIC 2021 will be both live and virtual on Sept 15-16 in Park City Utah and broadcast on the
Mountain Time Zone. Sign up and reserve your in-person slot as the event is limited to 80 people
in-person and unlimited virtually.
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Introduction
"Espionage is not a game; it’s a struggle we must win if we are to protect our freedom and our way of
life." These words spoken by President Ronald Regan nearly twenty years ago during a
November 30, 1985 radio speech may not seem relevant today since the "cold war," has been
won. However, in the world of industrial espionage, foreign intelligence and terrorism, it is never
over.
At stake are secrets essential to our national security and research projects. Many countries such
China, Russia, Iran and North Korea as well as some allies, will continue to spy on the United
States to obtain vital information. Targets include the military, government, private industry and
educational institutions which work on government projects and conduct research. Institutions
and business that conduct their own research are also a target.
Legal Action
Theft of trade secrets or economic espionage is a federal criminal offense as defined by the
Economic Espionage Act of 1996. It imposes up to a 15-year prison term and or a maximum $5000,
000.00 fines on any person and a $10 million fine on any organization that steals or destroys a
trade secret of value with intent to benefit any foreign power. (Title 18 UCS 1831) The act
imposes a 10 year prison term and a maximum $250,000.00 fine on an individual convicted of the
offense. A fine of up to 5 million dollars may be imposed on any organization who knowingly
steals or destroys any trade secret with intent to economically benefit anyone other then the
owner and or injuries the owner of the trade secret. (Title 18 USC 1832) This act also allows the
forfeiture to the U.S. government of proceeds or property derived from economic espionage and
may require forfeiture of property used to commit economic espionage.
Espionage and the theft of protected company information is also a violation of state law as
exemplified in the Crimes Code of Pennsylvania, Section 3930, Theft of Trade Secrets. Under
Pennsylvania law theft of trade secrets is a felony offense.
In order to have a successful criminal and or civil recover from espionage the organization must
identify what information is to be protected and for how long. It is also important to determine the
monetary or competitive value of the protected information. If information is stolen, for effective
prosecution and recovery of damages, there needs to be a monetary value for the information
and or impact of its loss. Ensure that classified or company confidential information is properly
marked. This is another require for successful recovery of losses In addition to proper marking
the organization must ensure that the information is properly stored and secured in authorized
security containers. Combination and other locks of such containers are to be changed frequently
and when required. Proper disposal procedures to shred material or pulp sensitive or classified
information needs to be in place as well as effective disposal equipment. Since most information
is not stored in the organizations computer systems effective methods to protect the inform form
the inside threat and cybersecurity attacks.

Intelligence Tradecraft
There many types of intelligence tradecraft. The most successful source of intelligence by a
hostile intelligence agency is human. By utilizing employees who have access to the information
they seek allows easy access and in many situations, long-term access to information with low risk
to the hostile intelligence agency. Methods of conducting espionage include photocopying,
photographing and physically removing information. The trend today is to downloaded the
information onto a device or hack into the computer systems.
Protection of Classified and Sensitive Information
The first line of defense to be alert to the signs of espionage through the behavior of employees.
During the investigation be alert as to why an individual may take part in such activity. This could
be a change in ideology or they now have a negative view of the organization and the United
States. They may be supportive of a competitor, foreign country or even a terrorist or criminal
organization. Individuals who express inquisitiveness or attempt to gain access to information in
areas in which they do not have a need to know could be a risk to an institution as they may be
seeking such information for unlawful reason.
Individuals seeking to gain unauthorized
information may also arrive for work early, work through lunch or stay late in an attempt to gain
access to the information they seek. Many employees involved in long-term espionage will not
even take vacation in fear that their activities will be uncovered if absent. A sudden unexplained
financial gain is an obvious sign of espionage. As Sherlock Holmes stated in the case of Sliver
Blaze, “There is nothing more decisive than an obvious fact”.
The primary motive for espionage is money. This may be because an individual is in debt or just
seeks to change their lifestyle. Other motives include sympathy for a cause or political belief can
be attributed to such activity. This is especially true incases where the individual is aliened and
supportive of a domestic or foreign terrorist organization. Revenge may also be the motive of a
disgruntled employee who feels the organization wronged them. Blackmail is a common motive
should an employee be lured into a compromising position. This is a method use by intelligence
agencies in order to obtain access to information they seek. Sex and or love can lead to the theft
of information. In this type of situation, the employee is often manipulated by their handler with
sex or love as the tool to obtain information. The addictions of life such as drugs, gambling,
credit card use or even sex can lead to the thief of information to support such addictions.
Organization need to conduct pre-employment and periodic background investigations of staff
that will have access to company confidential information. New employees should be asked if
they are obligated under any confidentiality or nondisclosure agreements and obtain
nondisclosure agreements from employees, vendors and others with access. Companies should
continue to provide training to staff with regard to the protection of information. Effective physical
security, IT security, audits and investigation must also be part the prevention program. By
following the above guidelines organizations can protect their institutions research and company
confidential information and prevent espionage.
The information in this article is derived from my book, Industrial Espionage: Developing
Counterespionage Program.
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Disclaimer: The information contained in this article is general legal information and should not be relied upon
as legal advice. Legal advice cannot be given without full consideration of all relevant information relating to an
individual’s situation. If you have a specific question, please consult an attorney.
As part of your work with clients, you will be providing contracts that establish your
services and fees. The most important part of an agreement is that you should have it in writing.
While you can make oral agreements, they are significantly more difficult to enforce or prove the
terms of the agreement should there be a dispute. If it’s not in writing, then you should act as if the
oral agreement does not exist.

The components of a contract can be very complex and you should consult an attorney if
you have questions about what content should be included. A contract needs to have necessary
elements to be considered a legitimate written agreement. First, a contract must make an offer.
Specifically, you are making an offer for services. The offer must be made intentionally with
definite and detailed terms. It is important that these terms be communicated clearly. A written
contract will assist in ensuring that an offer of services is made and the terms of that offer are
clear.

Secondly, there must be acceptance of that offer. As a best practice, you should strive to have
clients sign contracts prior to any work being done on the client’s behalf and keep a copy of it for
your records. The contract should be signed timely. Do not let contracts linger without a signature
from your client. This could be harmful if a client refuses to abide by the contract in the future.
Alternatively, if you have a written confirmation by e-mail from your client, that is also sufficient to
show acceptance. However, a mere e-mail could be an issue if the client later asserts that they did
not understand the terms of the contract. As the offer must be made in clear terms, the acceptance
must also be as clear as possible.

Lastly, there must be consideration for a valid contract. Consideration is shown when each party
is to receive something in exchange for giving the other party something in return. For example,
you are providing your clients with services and, in exchange, you are receiving payment from
your clients. Each party is receiving something as part of their bargain. Consideration is an
important legal concept to show that the parties made a valid agreement. If there is a question as
to whether there is consideration in a contract that you are signing, then you need to consult an
attorney.

As a reminder, a contract must be made with a person that has the capacity to agree to the terms.
Therefore, you cannot enter a legal contract with a minor or a person that has diminished capacity
to consent.

If you do not have a valid contract, then there are other avenues to show that you had an
agreement with a party or that you have been harmed, despite the lack of a contract. However,
you could spend more time and money pursuing alternative paths for payment or defending
yourself if a client sues you for failure to provide agreed upon services. Strict office policies
regarding contracts with your clients can be beneficial to enforcing contracts with clients or
defending yourself if a client disputes that you did not provide the services they wanted. A
concise, written contract can protect you and your office from many future issues.
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As a digital forensic practitioner who logs approximately 70% of cases in the mobile device forensics
arena, it has become the norm for us to receive discovery in any number of forms from opposing
counsel, law enforcement agencies, etc. Being one of the most commonly used mobile forensic tools on
the market (particularly by law enforcement), Cellebrite has wisely developed a way for people who wish
to view the data on a particular device to do so, also with the capability of generating their own
report. This pared-down or lightweight version of the Cellebrite Physical Analyzer program, called the
Cellebrite Reader, is a great free way to browse the 30,000-foot view of the data, particularly for
laypersons who may just want to get text messages, pictures, videos, etc. These are traditionally the
“high points” of the data on the phone or tablet and can sometimes include deleted items, but a serious
warning should accompany the Cellebrite Reader file: You don’t know what you’re missing!

Who Should Use The Cellebrite Reader?

The Cellebrite (or UFED) Reader is a lightweight version of the paid version of the analysis tool that
accompanies a full Cellebrite product license called Physical Analyzer. To say it’s a “lightweight version”
of Physical Analyzer is a bit of an understatement. At first glance in the user interface, the two
applications look very similar, but as with most things in digital forensic analysis, the devil is in the
details. So then who should use the Cellebrite/UFED Reader? If your case involves any of the “basic”
data areas, such as undeleted text messages, photographs and some location data, then the UFED
Reader tool is probably fine. The tool is best for on-staff investigators, paralegals, private investigators
and other mostly non-technical support staff. If you have absolutely no need to dig into the data at all,
the UFED Reader program should serve your purposes just fine. The issues emerge when we dive into
how the data is generated and what is included, or rather not included, by the person who generated the
Reader file.

The “Analyzed Data” portion provides a great overview of the simple data areas decoded automatically by Cellebrite, including *some* deleted data
(red parentheses)

How Is a Cellebrite Reader File Generated And What Is Included?

A Cellebrite/UFED Reader File is generated within the larger licensed tool called Cellebrite UFED
Physical Analyzer. Many times, because of case backlog or by specific request, the person doing the
data extraction from the device(s) will create a “data dump” report, viewable in the UFED
Reader. This creates a .UFDR file, which is only able to be opened and read in the UFED Reader
program, which accompanies the UFDR file at no cost to the user. In the case of a data dump report,
ostensibly all of the readily viewable and automatically decoded data on the device is included in the
UFDR file.
However, one strong warning about UFDR files is that they can easily be generated by the analyst
cherry-picking or selectively choosing the data to include in the UFDR file, which is NOT a data
dump. For example, the person responsible for generating the Cellebrite Reader file can choose only
certain picture file types or certain text messages or message strings to include in the Reader file.
This could *look* the same as a data dump within Cellebrite Reader, but would have far less data
than the 100% dump of everything available from the device. There is no clear indication that a
data dump file has been generated versus one that is selectively created by the analyst and exported
into a UFDR and Cellebrite UFED Reader file. It is not unlikely that the person generating the
Cellebrite Reader file for your review has not included things like the databases from the device
(pictured below). We’ll discuss the importance of this shortly…

The other strong warning about Cellebrite Reader (UFDR) files is that they MAY NOT include all of
the data. While companies like Cellebrite, Oxygen, MSAB and Magnet Forensic try very hard to keep
up with the trends in mobile technology, they are always playing a game of catch-up with their
support of hardware and software because mobile technology moves so fast. Add into the support
equation that only a fraction of third-party applications are supported for decoding by these tools
and the point becomes clear that if you are relying solely on UFED Reader files, you are likely
missing data! There is currently no exception to this rule.
The analogy we often use is that the Cellebrite Reader file is like a “prepared meal”. A competent
digital forensic analyst wants to inspect the ingredients that went into preparing that “meal” to make
sure there’s nothing missing.

What Data Is Missing From Cellebrite Reader Files?

At a basic level, all application data (i.e., apps) on mobile devices is stored in roughly the same
way. This common storage approach is in a series of databases that are created, updated and
stored as part of the application itself. The databases work in the background of the user interface
to store and present the data to the user on the device in the native user experience. The problem
is that, as stated earlier, a mere fraction (probably 10% or less) of the applications available on the
Apple App Store (iPhone) or Google Play Store (Android) are supported for automatic decoding in
Cellebrite or any other mobile forensic analysis tool. This means that manual analysis of these
databases will frequently become a necessity in your cases. And these databases may not included
as part of a UFED Reader file, and you may only be provided with automatically decoded data from
supported applications. The illustration below shows a snapshot of how many applications are
decoded by Cellebrite on an iPhone 8 Plus running iOS 14. Among the applications not
decoded are commo applications like Snapchat, Twitter, Instagram and others:

Even if an application like WhatsApp is supported for automated decoding in your tool, when the
developers of WhatsApp make even minor changes to the application in development and roll the
new version of the application out to their users, this could cause the mobile forensic tool to no
longer be able to decode and display the data automatically. This is another circumstance where
manual analysis of the database(s) for the application will be required and as stated previously, the
databases may very well not be included in your Cellebrite Reader file. This is why you should
always consult with a digital forensic professional in any case where you are provided data from an
opposing party, particularly if there is a possibility that any of this data could be presented as
evidence.

Wrapping It Up

While Cellebrite and their UFED Reader program are used as an example in this article, many other
mobile forensic tools also have similar lightweight versions for simple review of the data. These are
often called “portable case files”, or something similar. Regardless of the tool and what they call
their lightweight application, the same limitations and warnings apply. And when faced with the
possibility that your client could go to prison for a significant period of time or lose custody of their
children or perhaps even lose a large sum of money, due diligence dictates consultation with an
expert who knows how this data is stored, how to appropriately analyze it and what steps should be
taken to ensure nothing is missed. Lives depend on it!

We Find the Truth for a Living!
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This edition has two recipes for you to try. One is a delicious “Small Batch” Sugar cookie and the
other is…well something to wash it down of course! First the cookie, because if you make the
drink first you will probably NEVER get to the cookie recipe!

The BEST EVER Sugar Cookie Recipe By: Frank DeAndrea, Jr.

(Photo by Frank DeAndrea)

Ingredients

SMALL BATCH Makes 6 cookies.
PREP TIME 10 minutes
BAKE TIME 12 minutes.
Cooling TIME 15-30 minutes (If you can wait!)

4 tablespoons unsalted butter, melted.
1/3 cup granulated sugar
1 large egg yolk, white reserved for another use
1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract
1/2 cup + 2 tablespoons all-purpose flour
1/4 teaspoon baking soda
1/8 teaspoon fine salt
6 Hershey kisses or Reese’s mini peanut butter cups.

Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Preheat the oven to 350
Line a baking sheet with parchment paper.
Stir together the sugar, egg yolk, melted butter and vanilla extract.
Mix until combined.
Add the flour, salt and baking soda to the mixture and stir to combine.
Form into a ball and divide into half.
Cut each half into three even amounts. (This will give you 6 total small pieces of dough)
Form each of these into a dough ball.

9. Roll each dough ball in your hands, roll lightly in extra granulated sugar, and then space
evenly on the prepared baking sheet.
10. Bake for 10-12 minutes, until they spread, start to crackle and appear dry on top. The
cookies will still be slightly raised. They will spread a bit more when they cool. DO NOT
WAIT for them to spread completely prior to taking them out of the oven. The cookies are
done when the tops start to crack. DO not waif for them to turn golden brown or anything
else.
11. Let the cookies rest on the baking sheet for 2 minutes before moving them to a wire rack to
cool completely.
12. After the cookies have cooled for 4 minutes (2 when out of oven and 2 on wire rack) press
your favorite piece of chocolate, Kiss or Peanut butter cup, into the center of each cookie.
13. Move the cookies to the fridge (so the chocolate doesn’t melt too much) to set for 15-30
minutes.
14. Bring to room temperature before serving.

And what better to wash down Sugar Cookies than a Bourbon Slush!

Bourbon Slush Recipe By: Eileen Law

6 cups water
2 cups strong hot tea (I use 4 bags)
1 to 1 ½ cups Bourbon
1 cup sugar
6 ounces frozen orange juice concentrate
12 ounces frozen lemonade concentrate
Combine all ingredients and freeze.
On second thought, if you make this first, it will be frozen when the cookies are done! Either way, enjoy!
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2021 INTELLENET Conference is VIRTUAL
Tuesday, March 23 – Thursday, March 25, 2021
Free Virtual Conference
We are very excited to present our first ever Virtual Conference to Intellenet members and their
staff at no cost. This virtual format will give many members around the world the opportunity to
attend their first Intellenet Conference and our flexible schedule will allow members to
participate in sessions all three days or just one day if that is all your schedule allows!
Kicking off our conference will be Keynote Speaker, Michele Rigby Assad, author, Breaking
Cover: My Secret Life in the CIA and What it Taught Me about What’s Worth Fighting For.
Educational Training Director, Jeff Stein, has planned another exceptional lineup of programs
and speakers with at least 12 CEU’s available for those that attend all sessions. We are committed
to providing quality education and thank our speakers for their commitment and assistance in
making this 2021 virtual conference possible.
Dates and Times
This three (3) day virtual event is being presented:
•

Tuesday, March 23: 9:00 AM – 1:45 PM

•

Wednesday, March 24: 1:00 PM – 7:30 PM

• Thursday, March 25: 2:30 PM – 8:00 PM
Note: All times above are in the US Eastern time zone (New York).
Attendees simply need a strong Internet connection to participate from literally anywhere.
Times above include all presentations, breaks and even a Virtual Escape Room event, so check back
soon for more details.
Session Topics and Speakers

• KEYNOTE: Michele Rigby Asaad, Author, Breaking Cover: My Secret Life in
the CIA
Working undercover for ten years as a counterterrorism officer in the CIA.
• Electronic Evidence – a precursor to Mobile Device Forensics, including some
basic computer forensics, presented by Brian Ingram
• Ethics, presented by Kitty Hailey
• Executive Protection, presented by Don Hubbard
• Investigating Financial Exploitation of Older Adults, presented by Frank
DeAndrea
• Legislation, presented by Bruce Hulme / Nicole Gray
• Marketing your business to make money, presented by Kelly Riddle
• Probate Investigations – “how to” investigate disputes and “how to” market your
service to Trust Companies and Attorneys, presented by Thomas Brooks
• Security / Security Consulting in Central America, presented by Thomas A.
Cseh

ALSO here is another conference being offered free of charge. One of the speakers, Michéle
Stuart, is a contributor to the Guidon as well as a great resource. Although the conference is free
of charge, you will have to click the Register Today link to sign up. If you have not heard Michéle
speak, you are in for a real eye opener!

FAPI conferences have become an industry standard for continuing education and training.
We understand many are facing travel and economic issues, yet still need to gain qualified
CEU's and training. To continue our support of the profession and the challenges we
currently face, FAPI is honored to offer its 2021 Annual Litigation and Investigators
Conference FREE OF CHARGE, to give back to its members, all who are in the profession and
the legal community in appreciation of all that they do.
Click Here for conference details and more speaker bios....

Ms. Stuart has over thirty years of experience with twentythree years operating her own company. Ms. Stuart’s area of
expertise includes OSINT, counter intelligence, insurance
fraud investigations, financial investigations, threat
assessments, due diligence, organized retail crime, corporate
and competitive intelligence.
Ms. Stuart consults and trains federal, state and local law
enforcement agencies, the military intelligence communities,
fortune 500 companies as well as the financial and insurance
industries in open source, social media and threat assessments
/ mitigation. She has been an Instructor at Quantico (FBI
MICHÉLE STUART Academy) for International training programs and a former
Owner, JAG Investigations, Adjunct Professor with University of Virginia.
Inc.
In 2017, Ms. Stuart partnered with Pennsylvania Office of
SPEAKER TOPIC: Open
Homeland Security creating a program "Keeping Kids Safe",
Source Intelligence: Learn training administrators, principals, teachers, SRO's and
how to employ proper search parents on the dangers of online and social media activity,
techniques on social media

platforms and internet
investigation techniques
including tips and tricks to
assist with your civil and
criminal investigations.
Register today!

predator grooming as well as the dangers of applications /
cellular security.
------------------------------------------Open Source Intelligence: Learn how to employ proper
search techniques on social media platforms and internet
investigation techniques including tips and tricks to assist
with your civil and criminal investigations.
The internet provides investigators with the ability to detect
individuals, identify threats and organize offensive and
defensive approaches. Focusing on the individual threat is not
always the answer. Understanding how technology gathers
and disseminates online data empowers you to leverage Open
Source Intelligence to identify and assess a threat climate,
uncover hidden clues, and discover actionable intelligence.
Identifying actionable intelligence is an extremely important
focus on research to assist in the identification and movement
of individuals. Additionally, correct searches of social media
platforms can identify the real threats, suspects, and witnesses
in an investigation. In this class, you will learn how to employ
OSINT and proper search techniques on social media
platforms to assist with your investigations.
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This brings to a close the Winter 2021 edition of the PALI Guidon.
Thank you to President Eileen Law who puts up with me. Your dedication and efforts to PALI and
making this Newsletter happen are noticed and much appreciated.
Special Thank you to Sandy DeAndrea who ALSO puts up with me. Your ability to spell check,
grammar check and fact check are unmatched. Without you I would not be doing this newsletter
nor would I be who I am today.
Chuck Kleber, putting together the USER MANUAL was a great idea. Thank you for taking the
time to explain to the masses the new system.
All of the contributing authors who have provided great content this and all of the past
newsletters, I am humbled and thankful for your efforts, willingness and ability to provide me
article after article. Thank you. Now please start thinking about what you will provide me for
April 2021!
Jeff Stein, without you there would be no DeAndrea Investigations & Security LLC and we (Sandy
and Frank) would not be in the “Business.” Your friendship, guidance, knowledge and tutelage
are incredible. Thank you.
If any of you think of a column, article, topic or other that would be good for the newsletter, please
feel free to drop me a line at: frank@DeAndrea.biz
As this newsletter continues to grow, we as editors hope that this newsletter shall grow into a rally
point for PALI Members and Private Investigators, Law Enforcement, and Industry personnel from
around the country and perhaps the world. The PALI Guidon is aimed at providing PALI
members, and the industry, information, initiatives, incentives, and the occasional interesting bit
of worthless information as well as a killer recipe each edition.
Authors of Articles are always wanted as well as recipes, information for the good of the order
and ideas to make this better.
Information abut upcoming events members will be involved in are also always welcome.
Remember, the 3 C’s of COVID 19 Safety (It is catching on!)
Clean your hands often, Cough into your elbow, and Cover your mouth with a mask in public.
Until Spring 2021, Stay safe,
Frank & Sandy DeAndrea
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